Creating an inspired space for those who feel called
to step into their highest purpose for themselves, and for the whole.





Space limited to nine! Register by Friday,
September 14th.
Workshop fee: $144
Limited scholarships available.
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Two Workshop Options:
Sat 9/29 7-9PM & Sun 9/30 9AM-4PM
OR

Fri 10/12 7-9PM & Sat 10/13 9AM-4PM
Sanctuary at Sunrise Hill, Barnette
Kennebunkport, Maine

Each of us is born with a set of sacred agreements –
our own unique contribution to that which the world needs. The new
guru is not outside ourselves, and yet, it is not a solo-spiritual endeavor. Now is the time to trust in our own divinity and that of others, and
TOGETHER take the next step in human evolution,
the awakening of the heart.

Your Hosts & Guides offer fierce support for, and an over-arching context in which to consciously create from an
inspired, intuitive place. “When we Serve the guru in ourselves, then we Serve our lives, the
earth, and all of Creation.”
Jennifer Comeau, jennifercomeau.com, claims inner sovereignty as dream-tender, songwriter,
storyteller, ally of the earth and creator of sanctuary. She merges her engineer’s training with
her poet’s heart to offer inspirational songs, stories, and sanctuary. She believes inspiration is
the rocket fuel that propels creativity and change, and transformative change is what we are all
being called to in these times. She invites us to: “Stop climbing every body else’s mountain. The
only mountain longing to be climbed is your own.”
Cheryl Phillips, founder of greenestbeans.com, believes in the power of
trust — in starting at the deep end of the pool. “because we already have life-guards. Some call
them angels. I call them my ethereal support team.” Cheryl has used her intuitive skills in a fluid, though less visible way, for decades in her IT and start-up work. Now, she helps others remember past lives, and access wisdom from both sides of the veil in order to live, act from, and
embody their own magnificence.
Future Offering: Embodying Circle —a monthly circle to sustain and flourish the conscious
creation of your magnificent self.
Testimonials About This Workshop
“I felt that my own world and the world around me had become more animated, my dreams more possible. I felt braver, freer to
explore more of my own depths, encouraged and enlarged by the stories from the other participants.” ~ Deb B. * I'm more excited about this than I have been about anything for quite a while now.” ~ Juliet * “This workshop resonated with me both
spiritually and emotionally in ways I had not anticipated.” ~ Rebecca * “The location and setting were perfect. The barnette was
comfortable and safe. Outside was powerful and magical. ” ~ Georgi * "It was a beautiful day. Just beautiful. You held the
group so well and that is not always an easy task. I feel a deep confirmation of the goodness of people after today. I am encouraged and inspired. Keep calling the circles and doing the good work." ~ Deb P.

